Episodic recognition can be based on recollection of contextual details, on a sense of recent encounter, or some combination of the two. According to several cognitive models, selectively attending to these distinct aspects of memory may require different retrieval orientations and result in different neural responses depending upon whether or not retrieval is successful. Using event-related fMRI, we examined retrieval orientation by having subjects discriminate between two test words in one of two manners. During source recollection, they selected the member of the pair previously associated with a particular encoding task. In contrast, recency judgment required selection of the most recently encountered item of the pair, regardless of how it had been encoded. Furthermore, successful and unsuccessful trials within each retrieval task were contrasted to determine whether retrieval success effects occurred in overlapping or dissimilar neural populations compared to those associated with each retrieval orientation. The results revealed distinct lateral prefrontal and parietal activations that distinguished attempted source recollection from judgments of relative recency; these orientation effects were largely independent of retrieval success. In contrast, medial temporal lobe structures (hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus) were differentially more active during successful recollection of encoding context, showing similar reduced responses during failed source recollection and judgments of recency. These results indicate that different memory orientations recruit distinct prefrontal and parietal networks and that the recovery of episodic context is associated with the hippocampus and surrounding medial temporal cortices.
Introduction
Episodic recognition requires the judgment that an item has been previously encountered in one's personal past. Behavioral studies indicate that recognition judgments can depend on fundamentally different types of information. For example, under dual-process models of recognition test items can be used as retrieval cues to recover specific contextual details regarding the prior encounter, and this is termed recollection. In contrast, some items may yield a sensation of recent encounter, despite the fact that no contextual details are recollected [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ; this non-contextual form of recognition is usually termed item familiarity. Alternate characterizations also exist, which instead of focusing on process characteristics, draw a distinction be-tween recognizing the content versus the context of a prior event, or similarly between remembering what and when (e.g. [11, 12] ). Despite differing in several respects, these characterizations all raise the possibility that subjects may selectively orient attention towards different aspects of mnemonic information during testing (retrieval orientation), and that such orientation effects may be distinguishable from effects associated with successful recovery of the sought after mnemonic information (retrieval success).
In this article, we explore two central questions regarding episodic recognition. The first is whether the attempted retrieval of recollective source details results in a different retrieval orientation [13] than does attempted assessment of recency information that is orthogonal to source. More specifically, do subjects recruit different retrieval or monitoring processes depending on whether recollection of source details or recency information is most appropriate for a given memory task? The second question is whether we can further distinguish between successful and unsuccessful retrieval within each of these putative retrieval orientations.
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